
We’re leveraging our beliefs to create sustainable change in the
communities around us. And, we’re doing it through 

the Texas two-step: multi-faith and civic engagement. 

Who Are We?

What Do We Do?

First, we create programming between masajid,
synagogues, and churches. Think group dialogues,
panel discussions, athletic events, BBQs, and more.
Then comes the nagging question: “Now that we
know about each other, what’s next?”

For us, that next step is civic engagement. Together
with our faith partners, we advocate for common-
sense policies and influence legislators at every
level. 

Our mission is to leverage our faith beliefs to change
the world around us through multi-faith and civic
engagement. Our vision is to see a world where our
faith communities seek each other’s help to create
change as the norm instead of the exception.

At Minaret Foundation, we’re building capacity on
policies related to food insecurity, child welfare, and
religious freedom.

Success Snapshot 2021-2022
Supported and collaborated with Rep. Lacy Hull on
HB 2975, ‘No Kids In Cuffs,’ bringing together 36+
bi-partisan groups.
Worked with Representative Howard to introduce
a resolution recognizing and celebrating Ramadan,
HR 396. 
Collaborated with Congresswoman Sylvia Garcia's
office on the 'No Kids in Cuffs' resolution.
Collaborated with multiple child welfare and
disability rights organizations across multiple bills
to promote the safety and well-being of Texan
children.
Built faith coalition to successfully advocate for the
creation of a Juvenile Mental Health Court
Worked with the Houston Chronicle, Texas
Tribune, CBS National, and seven other stations in
the Houston and Dallas area to highlight the
accomplishments of the Muslim and faith
community.
Launched our partnership with An-Nisa Hope
Center to advance domestic violence policy in the
Texas legislature. 

Recognition of Eid and other faith holidays by
Clear Creek ISD, with three more ISDs in process.
Partnership with Rice University to research the
efficacy of Juvenile Mental Health Courts.
Launched Competing In Goodness, a competition
bringing together masajid, synagogues, and
churches in a competition to raise food for the
Houston Food Bank, raising seven tons of food.
Launched the Ahmed Al Yasin Public Policy
Fellowship and the Patoli and Noor Family
Fellowship.
Launched the Muslim Women's forum platform
to address challenges Muslim women face
through discussions with change-makers.
Launched the Physicians Health Briefing to
engage key legislators involved in the future of
public health policy.
Spoke about Islam at 43 faith, community, and
education centers, including three law
enforcement agencies. 

www.minaretfoundation.com info@minaretfoundation.com



FAST FACTS

How did you get started?
In 2010, we started by purely focusing on interfaith
programming and building partnerships, and
included advocacy in 2019.

Liberal or a conservative organization?
Neither! We are a 501(c)3 and work with all faith
communities and organizations. We pride
ourselves on being hyper bi-partisan!

Do you focus exclusively on Texas?
While most of our policies are targeted in the
greater Houston area and Texas, we are expanding
our footprint at the federal level. Instead of
creating new policies we are scaling our successes
in Texas around the nation.

How do you accomplish your organizational
goals?
We have three passionate staff members, highly
qualified interns every semester, and an engaged
Advisory Board. We focus on achievable goals and
drive them to completion. 

Do you work on international issues?
Yes! We help build policy and highlight issues related
to the religious freedom of the Uyghurs by
leveraging our faith partnerships and growing our
legislative network.

Why multi-faith partnerships?
Leveraging our faith values to change the world
around us is a terrific way of building relationships
and understanding one another. 
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